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DIGITAL CURRENCY:
THE NEW ASSET CLASS

First Things First - Forex basics

The digital asset sector continues to go mainstream. With over 2,000 cryptocurrencies on 
the market today and $50B USD in trading volume per day, a growing number of countries 
that are adopting some form of digital assets regulation, and new asset classes arising such 
as Facebook’s Libra, the lines between the traditional financial sector and the crypto-native 
space are starting to blur. 

This blurring of lines are evident in the type of institutions that are dealing both fiat and 
digital assets; in the trading products that treat digital assets as a new type of asset class; the 
regulators, who are slowly but surely growing acceptance; and the investors, retail and 
institutional, which have started buying digital assets as part of their investment portfolio. 

Focusing this brief on the trading products and the best practices to protect a blockchain 
transaction, we will dive into the trading product types, the embedded security 
vulnerabilities and how MPC empowers the trading house to protect these transactions.

The foreign exchange market is a global 
market for the trading of currencies 
which works through financial 
institutions and operates on several 
levels. It trades $5 trillion USD on a daily 
basis, making it a very active market; 
pulling in (as any other active market 
does) both retail investors and 
institutional investors.

Trading platforms, or the institutions 
facilitating the exchange of funds on 
the mass scale, make their profits from 
the margin of buy-sell orders.

Forex Market

$5.00 Trillion

$22.4 Billion $18.9 Billion $7.2 Billion

New York Stock
Exchange

Tokyo Stock
Exchange

London Stock
Exchange

Average Daily Trading Volume*
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When exchanging digital assets, the principles are the same: buy-sell orders are conducted 
in pairs – just as with fiat. The more buy-sell orders there are, the higher the trading volume 
grows. Sudden drops or windfalls in one currency are a boon for traders – if they are 
well-equipped to execute those orders quickly, before the market changes again. 

Behind the scenes, banks turn to a smaller number of financial firms known as "dealers,” who 
are involved in large quantities of foreign exchange trading.

In other words, in the fiat market, money changes hands several times in the process of 
exchanging currencies: from one financial firm to another (or between several), then to a 
bank – before being passed to the end user (an individual, investment firm, etc.).

Such a volatile and active market, has sophisticatedly designed several trading products, 
among them:

Buy-side
OMS

Execution Venue
Deployed UX

Execution Venue
Server Software

Bank A

Bank C Bank D

Bank B

Type Definition Example
Digital Asset companies 
that offer this type 
of  service

Spot Two parties agree to exchange (buy and 
sell) one currency with another on the spot 
(exact time of the deal)

Andy wants to exchange 
USD for GBP. Bill changes 
the currency for a small 
transaction fee.

All digital asset exchanges. 
That is the most common 
type of product, even with 
fiat money.
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Type Definition Example
Digital Asset companies 
that offer this type 
of  service

Futures First, futures contracts—also known as 
futures—are marked-to-market daily, which 
means that daily changes are settled day by 
day until the end of the contract. 
Furthermore, a settlement for futures 
contracts can occur over a range of dates.
Because they are traded on an exchange, 
they have clearing houses that guarantee 
the transactions. This drastically lowers the 
probability of default to almost never. 
Contracts are available on stock exchange 
indexes, commodities, and currencies. The 
most popular assets for futures contracts 
include crops like wheat and corn, and 
resources like oil and gas.
The market for futures contracts is highly 
liquid, giving investors the ability to enter 
and exit whenever they choose to do so.
These contracts are frequently used by 
speculators, who bet on the direction in 
which an asset's price will move, they are 
usually closed out prior to maturityand 
delivery usually never happens. In this case, 
a cash settlement usually takes place.

Andy has a house to sell for 
$100,000. Bill is looking to buy a 
house within 12 months. Andy 
and Bill assume a property 
interest rate of 4%; Andy will 
sell the house to Bill for 
$104,000 in 11 months. In 11 
months, actual market rate for 
that house is $110,000; Andy 
has turned a profit of $6,000. 

Example vendors:
Kraken
bbod.io
digitexfutures.com
cfe.cboe.com
deribit.com
quedex.net
(Soon) Bakkt
ledgerx.com
iqoption.com

Forward A forward contract is a private agreement 
between two parties giving the buyer an 
obligation to purchase an asset (and the 
seller an obligation to sell an asset) at a set 
price at a future point in time.

The forward contract is used primarily by 
hedgers who want to cut down the 
volatility of an asset's price, while futures are 
preferred by speculators who bet on where 
the price will move.

If you plan to grow 500 
bushels of wheat next year, 
you could sell your wheat for 
whatever the price is when 
you harvest it, or you could 
lock in a price now by selling a 
forward contract that 
obligates you to sell 500 
bushels of wheat to, say, 
Kellogg after the harvest for a 
fixed price. By locking in the 
price now, you eliminate the 
risk of falling wheat prices. On 
the other hand, if prices rise 
later, you will get only what 
your contract entitles you to.

TBD

event
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Type Definition Example
Digital Asset companies 
that offer this type 
of  service

Option An options contract is an agreement 
between a buyer and seller that gives the 
purchaser of the option the right to buy or 
sell a particular asset at a later date at an 
agreed upon price.  Options contracts are 
often used in securities, commodities, and 
real estate transactions.
There are several types of options contracts 
in financial transactions.  An exchange 
traded option, for example, is a standardized 
contract that is settled through a clearing 
house and is guaranteed.  These exchange 
traded options cover stock options, 
commodity options, bond and interest rate 
options, index options, and futures options.

For example, in a simple call 
options contract, a trader may 
expect Company XYZ's stock 
price to go up to $90 in the 
next month.  The trader sees 
that he can buy an options 
contract of Company XYZ at 
$4.50 with a strike price of $75 
per share.  The trader must pay 
the cost of the option ($4.50 X 
100 shares = $450).  The stock 
price begins to rise as expected 
and stabilizes at $100.  
Prior to the expiry date on the 
options contract, the trader 
executes the call option and 
buys the 100 shares of 
Company XYZ at $75, the strike 
price on his options contract.  
He pays $7,500 for the stock.  
The trader can then sell his new 
stock on the market for 
$10,000, making a $2,050 profit 
($2,500 minus $450 for the 
options contract).

Example vendors:
deribit.com
quedex.net
ledgerx.com
iqoption.com

Swap or 
Atomic 
Swap

Single party exchanges one currency to 
another and back again within a 
predetermined period. 

In the digital assets world, an Atomic Swap 
is a trade of one cryptocurrency directly for 
another, between two parties. One would 
argue that it has to be done without the use 
of any intermediary party, token, or 
exchange; but that is a claim still to be 
proved in this maturing market.

Andy runs a New York  
based company with 
primary sales in the UK. 
Andy owes local HQ 
partners money in USD - 
but he also needs to pay 
his UK manufacturers in 1 
month in GBP. Andy sets 
up a 1-month swap, 
selling his GBP for USD to 
cover local expenses, then 
automating a trade to sell 
the same amount in USD 
back to GBP to pay the 
manufacturers. 

Peer to peer trades 
across different 
blockchains.
Example vendors:
Binance
liquality.io
swap.online
komodoplatform.com
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THE DEAL MAKER:
SECURE, FAST SIGNING MECHANISMS

Elevate Your Exchange

It is easy to see that successful digital currency exchanges depend on fast, secure buy-sell 
orders. The more money an exchange has at hand to trade quickly, the more transactions 
the exchange can handle – and the more profits it can turn.

Best practice for exchanges includes relying on the co-wallet strategy: aggregating assets 
by type into “cold” (hardware) and “hot” (software) wallets, typically at a ratio of 80%-90% 
secured assets vs. 10-20% liquid assets. 

The result? An 80-20 (or 90-10) split between security and liquidity – and a compromise 
between customer trust and profit margins. Fewer liquid assets means fewer trading types, 
and a slower adoption of traditional trading mechanisms. Reliance on hardware also means 
reliance on manual approval processes; assets are harder to access, take longer, and are 
limited to the human working or business hours of the employees of the exchange. 

In other words, hardware is killing the trading volume – and has the potential to cripple the 
exchange industry moving forward.

Unbound Tech’s Crypto Asset Security Platform (CASP) enables exchanges to take their 
trading volume – and range of services -- to the next level. 
CASP employs secure multi-party computation (SMPC) to eliminate reliance on cold wallets 
and bring transactions to the speed of the market. Our SMPC-based Distributed Trust 
Platform splits the cryptographic keys of the digital asset, divides them among multiple 
approvers, and then refreshes them constantly – and never puts them together, whether 
the asset is in rest or being transferred. 
Features include: 

Support for any token/ledger
Quorum authorization systems – pre-define an unlimited number of parties to approve 
transactions (i.e. unlimited m-of-n) 
Risk-based policies – change the number of participants needed to approve 
transactions based on trading amount, token/asset type and time of transaction 
request.
Ability to automate – program bots to approve low risk transactions and capitalize on 
short-term opportunity trades. 
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CASP is built on a FIPS 140-2 validated architecture – meaning it has the same 
safety standard as hardware - and has already been deployed at major 
exchanges around the world.

Click here to read how Liquid optimized their trading volume with Unbound
or
Сlick here to read our solution brief.

Request a Demo

Follow UsUnbound Tech
www.unboundtech.com 
contact@unboundtech.com
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Read More

* “Does the 5 Trillion Dollars Global Trading per Day the Total Money That Investors Pay for the Shares Each Day?” 
Quora, 28 July 2018

https://www.unboundtech.com/company/contact-us/?show=demo
https://www.linkedin.com/company/unbound-tech/
https://www.facebook.com/unbound.vHSM.tech/
https://twitter.com/mathovermatter
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https://info.unboundtech.com/how-a-major-exchange-boost-trading-volume
https://info.unboundtech.com/cryptoasset-security-platform_solution_brief

